New insights into the nature of the wool fibre surface.
Wool fibres have been treated to remove the covalently bound lipid and characterised using lipid analysis, wettability and scanning probe microscopy. A model substrate consisting of alternating stripes of hydrophobic (predominantly CH(3) terminated molecules) and hydrophilic (COOH terminated molecules) surfaces, micro-printed onto a gold-coated mica surface was assessed using the SPM techniques of adhesion, friction and phase imaging and showed that SPM can easily distinguish these surfaces. When KOH/methanol treated wool fibres were examined, SPM showed an increase in coefficient of friction and a decrease in adhesion as the lipid is removed. The increased friction is consistent with studies on the model surface and confirms the hypothesis that the lipid layer decreases the surface friction of fibres. The decreased adhesion is consistent with results in the literature on hair, but is at odds with the results on the model surface. The strong contrast shown between the methyl and carboxylic acid surfaces in the friction image of the micro-patterned surface, and the complete absence of any such contrast developing with time of treatment of the wool fibres strongly suggests that the surface lipid is not present as a discrete outer layer on the fibre. A new model is proposed in which the lipid is intimately associated with the surface proteins and allows for changes in lipid concentration at the surface in response to changes in environmental conditions.